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COURSE TIME
Thursdays 1-4 pm

INSTRUCTOR Roberta Buiani
CONTACT roberta.buiani@utoronto.ca

CLASS LOCATION
Wetmore Hall 54E
COURSE WEBSITE
portal.utoronto.ca

COURSE DESCRIPTION
“In this electronic age we see ourselves being
translated more and more into the form of
information, moving toward the technological
extension of consciousness”
(McLuhan 1968)
In his book “Understanding Media”, Marshall
McLuhan described how electric technology had
connected the globe and had shrank and turned it
into a global village, where instantaneous
communication allows information to reach many
people at the same time. It is true that
technologies, including ICT as well as innovations
in transportation have transformed, diversified,
sped up and somehow improved the way we
communicate and socialize, and the way we work
and do commerce; they have exposed us to new
languages, cultural values and aesthetics. .
Technology has certainly accellerated
globalization. It has made us closer, but it has also
kept us very well-separated. Therefore, it is
important that we always keep an eye not only on
how we interpret, use and imagine technologies in
our everyday life, but also on how these very
technologies acquire different meanings

OFFICE HOURS: Thu. 4:00-5:00 pm or by
appointment
45 Willcocks, M108

elsewhere; it is important that we ask: where are
our technologies from? Who gets to decide what
they do, what they look like, how they are used?
Throughout this course we will keep asking these
questions as we explore how technologies
populate, make and remake our city.

Learning objectives
● To think critically about our own uses of
technologies, and how these uses affect the
environment that surrounds us
● To develop an interdisciplinary understanding
of the social, economic impact of the uses (and
abuses) of digital technologies
● To examine the key concepts and debates
shaping the study and criticism of Information and
Communication Technology today
● To become “critical users”, not just “passive
users” of technologies

Course Materials
Copies of the required texts will be placed on
reserve at New College Library (D. G. Ivey Library),
20 Willcocks Street.
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All other course readings, links and additional
material we will encounter during this course will be
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posted on Portal as we cover the topics for each
week.

COURSE WORK AND GRADING
Detailed instructions for assignments, including assessment criteria, will be posted on Portal
and discussed in class.
Please note: There is no final exam for this course. Your learning will be assessed throughout
the semester via assignments and participation in the seminar.
Assignments

Due Date

Value
%

Article review
A critical analysis and commentary of an
article from your course readings

Oct 18 at 12:00am

10

Learning Beyond the Classroom (LBC)
A small group assignment that asks you to
analyse a piece of technology critically and
creatively. Technologies will be observed and
discussed during our field trips or through
your personal experience. Results are due on
Nov 10 but they will be presented to your
peers during the last class and can take
different formats agreed with the instructor

Nov 10
Submit project for
feedback = 15%

25

Final assignment
A short essay that expands one of the aspects
observed in LBC

Nov 22

20

Online participation
Weekly reading responses (sign up sheet to be
circulated)

Throughout

15

Nov 30
Present
project/artefact =
10%
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Learning Lab attendance & responses
Free-writing exercises and quick reflections on
experiences in the Learning Labs, responding
to prompts and questions.

Throughout

10

Seminar attendance and participation
See note about attendance and participation
under Course Policies below.

Throughout

20

TOTAL

100

Grading scale - Faculty of Arts & Science
Assignments at the University of Toronto are graded using the following system unless a
specific rubric has been supplied by the instructor.

90 – 100

Letter
Grade
A+

85 – 89

A

4.0

80 – 84

A-

3.7

77 – 79

B+

3.3

73 – 76

B

3.0

70 – 72

B-

2.7

67 – 69

C+

2.3

63 – 66

C

2.0

60 – 62

C-

1.7

57 – 59

D+

1.3

53 – 56

D

1.0

50 – 52

D-

0.7

0 – 49

F

0.0

%

GPA

Description

4.0

Excellent: You far exceeded the expectations of this assignment.
Strong evidence of original thinking; good organization; capacity to
analyze and synthesize; superior grasp of subject matter with sound
critical evaluations; evidence of extensive knowledge base.
Good: You completed the assignment beyond minimum expectations.
Evidence of grasp of subject matter; some evidence of critical capacity
and analytic ability; reasonable understanding of relevant issues;
evidence of familiarity with literature.
Adequate: You demonstrated a basic understanding of assignment
requirements. You are profiting from your university experience;
understanding of the subject matter; ability to develop solutions to
simple problems in the material.
Marginal: You didn’t demonstrated sufficient understanding of
assignment requirements for success Some evidence of familiarity with
subject matter and little evidence that critical and analytic skills have
been developed.
Inadequate: You didn’t demonstrate basic abilities to fulfill assignment
requirements. Little evidence of even superficial understanding of
subject matter; weakness in critical and analytic skills; with limited or
irrelevant use of literature/course concepts.

ACADEMIC AND OTHER SUPPORTS FOR NEW ONE STUDENTS
1) ACADEMIC RESOURCES
develop effective learning habits and necessary
academic skills. New One, with its small classes and
Successful transition to university-level academic
skills-building activities, is geared toward providing
work involves taking care in this, your first year, to
academic support and giving you opportunities to
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learn creatively as well as reflect on the ways in
which you learn best, while at the same time
challenging you intellectually.
In addition, there are several New College,
university-wide, and online resources available to
support your academic development that build on
whatever capacities and skills you already have at
this point. For example, a good command of written
English is essential for the completion of most
university assignments. The Writing Centre can help
you develop and clarify your ideas in clear language.
It is also important to organize your ideas, build
logical arguments and communicate them well.
Again the Writing Centre instructors will work with
you to develop you own skills in doing that.
We strongly encourage you to take full advantage of
these resources as early as you can in the term, so
that you can reap the benefits right from the start of
your undergraduate career.
New College Writing Centre
You can make an appointment for one-on-one
writing instruction as you work on your assignments.
http://www.newcollege.utoronto.ca/academics/writ
ing-centre/
Writing at the University of Toronto
This is a website with a range of resources to assist
you as you develop your writing skills.
http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/

College librarian, is available to help you figure out
how to research your assignment topics and show
you the information management tools that will help
you do that. There are computer terminals, printing
facilities and individual and group study space in the
library that can be booked for your use.
http://www.newcollege.utoronto.ca/academics/new
-college-academic-programs/d-g-ivey-library/
English Language Learning
There are several services for students who are
multilingual, or wanting to improve their English
speaking and writing.
http://www.artsci.utoronto.ca/current/advising/ell
2) TRANSITION TO UNIVERSITY
There are several student services to support your
general learning and transition to university life.
http://www.artsci.utoronto.ca/current/advising/serv
ices
3) ACCESSIBILITY
Students with diverse learning styles and needs are
welcome in this course. Students who require
accommodation for documented health/disability
issues should contact Accessibility Services as soon
as possible at http://www.accessibility.utoronto.ca/,
by phone at 416-978-8060 (TTY: 416-978-1902) or
email at accessibility.services@utoronto.ca.

New College Library
Jeff Newman (jeff.newman@utoronto.ca), the New
GENERAL COURSE POLICIES
1. Attendance and class participation
Full attendance and active participation in the weekly
classes and Learning Lab plenary sessions is required.
It counts toward your class participation grade. The
10% Learning Lab grade is based on your participation
in plenary activities, and submission of
2. Assignment submission
Assignments are to be submitted in hard copies in
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responses to the events, activities and guest speakers.
If you miss a class or Learning Lab session due to
illness, a doctor’s note may be requested. If you are ill,
please email your instructor or the New One
coordinator before the class or Learning Lab.
class/joint sessions on the days they are due AND
electronically, on Blackboard.
Extensions are granted only for medical reasons,
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with a doctor’s note. Penalty of 4% per day for late
submission.
If you are having difficulty on any assignment, please
see the professor before the work is due to get
support and/or visit the Writing Centre. There will be
opportunities in class to discuss progress on
assignments and to clarify any questions.
3. Referencing style: APA
All references in written work must be fully cited
using the APA format. The following website is a
useful style guide.
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/0
1/
4. Academic integrity and plagiarism
Academic integrity is essential to the pursuit of
learning and scholarship in a university, and to
ensuring that a degree from the University of
Toronto is a strong signal of each student’s individual
academic achievement. As a result, the University
treats cases of cheating and plagiarism very
seriously. The University of Toronto’s Code of
Behaviour on Academic Matters
(www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/behave
ac.htm) outlines the behaviours that constitute
academic dishonesty and the processes for
addressing academic offences. Potential offences
include, but are not limited to:
In papers and assignments:
● Using someone else’s ideas or words
without appropriate acknowledgement.
●

Submitting your own work in more than
one course without the permission of the
instructor.

●

Making up sources or facts.

●

Obtaining or providing unauthorized
assistance on any assignment.
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On tests and exams:
● Using or possessing unauthorized aids.
● Looking at someone else’s answers during
an exam or test.
● Misrepresenting your identity.
In academic work:
● Falsifying institutional documents or grades.
●

Falsifying or altering any documentation
required by the University, including (but
not limited to) doctor’s notes.

All suspected cases of academic dishonesty will be
investigated following procedures outlined in the
Code of Behaviour on Academic Matters. If you have
questions or concerns about what constitutes
appropriate academic behaviour or appropriate
research and citation methods, you are expected to
seek out additional information on academic
integrity from your instructor or from other
institutional resources (see
http://academicintegrity.utoronto.ca/).

5. Copyright in Instructional Settings
If you wish to tape-record, photograph, video-record
or otherwise reproduce lecture presentations,
course notes or other similar materials provided by
instructors, you must obtain the instructor's written
consent beforehand. Otherwise all such
reproduction is an infringement of copyright and is
absolutely prohibited. In the case of private use by
students with disabilities, the instructor's consent
will not be unreasonably withheld.
6. Email response time:
Response to email communication with the course
instructors may take at least 48 hours. Please do not
email with questions that are answered in the
syllabus. It is best to ask your questions in class, for
others in the class might equally be interested in the
answers
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Weekly schedule
Time

Place

Topic/activity

September 7
1:10-2:20

WE54E

Seminar: Introduction to the course
No Readings.
Discussion: What are your devices for?

2:30-4:00

William
Doo
45
Willcocks

Learning Lab: Welcome to New One – Introductions and celebration
- New College Principal, reps from Library and Writing
Centre
- Who is in the program?
- Reflection on your first week at U of T.

September 14
Sept 14

WI1017

Conceptualizing Globalization
Introductory lecture on globalization
Melissa Levin & Alexandra Guerson

WE54E

Globalisation and Computing: how is the world changing?
Manovich, L. (2002). What is New Media? In The Language of New
Media (Reprint edition, pp. 43–64). Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT
Press.

1:102:20
2:30-4:00

Goodman, S. E. (1991). The globalization of computing: perspectives
on a changing world. Communications of the ACM, 34(1), 19–22.
In the News:
The Computer History Museum A Timeline of Computer History
http://www.computerhistory.org/timeline/computers/
Andrew Hodges, The Alan Turing Internet Scrapbook.
http://www.turing.org.uk/scrapbook/computer.html
Discussion:
Where do your devices come from?
September 21
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Sept 21
1:10-2:20

WI1017

Prep for Kensington Market

2:30-4:00

WE54E

The city and the technological imaginary
Silva, A. de S. e, & Frith, J. (2012). The Public and the Pivate. In
Mobile interfaces in public spaces: locational privacy, control, and
urban sociability (pp. 50–77). New York: Routledge.
Mattern, S. (2017). A City Is Not a Computer. Places Journal.
https://doi.org/10.22269/170207
Mattern, S. (2016). Instrumental City: The View from Hudson Yards,
circa 2019. Places Journal. https://doi.org/10.22269/160426
In the News
Fingas, J. (n.d.). Honolulu is the first big US city to ban phone use at
crosswalks. Retrieved July 31, 2017, from
https://www.engadget.com/2017/07/30/honolulu-bans-phone-useat-crosswalks/
Manaugh, G. (n.d.). How Augmented Reality Will Reshape Cities.
Retrieved August 16, 2017, from
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/ezpamw/zoning-forpokemon-go-and-augmented-reality
Discussion:
How do we define a Smart City?

September 28
1:00-2:30

Meet in
WI1017

Visit to Kensington Market

3:00

WE54E

The Augmented city
Halpern, O., LeCavalier, J., Calvillo, N., & Pietsch, W. (2013). Test-Bed
Urbanism. Public Culture, 25(2 70), 272–306.
https://doi.org/10.1215/08992363-2020602
Poole, S. (2014, December 17). The truth about smart cities: “In the
end, they will destroy democracy.” The Guardian. Retrieved from
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/dec/17/truth-smart-citydestroy-democracy-urban-thinkers-buzzphrase
In the News
Assink, S. (n.d.). Who Is the Smart City for? Retrieved August 16, 2017, from
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/blog/who-smart-city

October 5
1:00-4:00

WE54E

Old and New, Analog and Digital
Sterne, J. (2016). Analog. In Digital keywords : a vocabulary of
information society and culture. Oxford: Princeton University Press,
31-44
Peters, B. (2016). Digital. In Digital keywords : a vocabulary of
information society and culture. Oxford: Princeton University Press,
93-108
Workshop:
Learning lab: Article reading workshop (1h)
Discussion:
What is digital and analog in your daily activities? Where can you
find it?

WE54E

World Food Day
Greening the City: food porn and “augmented” food
Mejova, Y., Abbar, S., & Haddadi, H. (n.d.). Fetishizing Food in Digital
Age: #foodporn Around the World. In AAAI Publications, Tenth
International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media (pp. 250–
258). Retrieved from
https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM16/paper/view
/12998
In the News
Ilyniak, S. (2013) Where are Toronto's Food Deserts? CFNY405
Research Paper
Chen, A. (2013). We Drank Soylent, The Weird Food of The Future.
Retrieved August 16, 2017, from http://gawker.com/we-dranksoylent-the-weird-food-of-the-future-510293401
Peters, A., & Peters, A. (2014, December 3). Why Mobile Markets
Aren’t Going To Solve The Problem Of Food Deserts. Retrieved
August 16, 2017, from

WE54E

Infrastructures and Platforms
Guest Speaker: Kamilla Pietrzyk, Chair of Outreach and Leadership
Development Committee, TTC Riders
Bialski, P. (2017). FCJ-218 Train Ticket Sharing: Alternative Forms of
Computing in the City | The Fibreculture Journal : 29. Fibreculture
Journal, (29). Retrieved from
http://twentynine.fibreculturejournal.org/fcj-218-train-ticket-

October 12
1:00-4:00

October 19
1:00-4:00
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sharing-alternative-forms-of-computing-in-the-city/
Plantin, J.-C., Lagoze, C., Edwards, P. N., & Sandvig, C. (2016).
Infrastructure studies meet platform studies in the age of Google
and Facebook. New Media & Society, 1461444816661553.
Parks, L. (2013). Earth Observation and Signal Territories: Studying
U.S. Broadcast Infrastructure through Historical Network Maps,
Google Earth, and Fieldwork. Canadian Journal of Communication,
38(3), 285–307.
In the News:
Mason, O. M., Oliver Sachgau Les Perreaux And Gary. (2015, June 9).
Canadian cities caught between crumbling infrastructure and
growing calls for transit. Retrieved from
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/paving-the-wayforward-or-not/article24882439/
October 26
1:00-4:00

WE54E

Real and Virtual
Writing Workshop (1 h)
Halavais, A. (2016). The blogosphere and its problems: Web 2.0
undermining civic Webspaces. First Monday, 21(6).
Doctorow, C. (2004) Anda’s Game (short Story)

November 2
1:00-4:00

Meet in
WE54E

Nov 2 Coding and making – Hacklab with Eric and Sonya
https://hacklab.to/
Cheney-Lippold, J. (2011). A New Algorithmic Identity Soft Biopolitics
and the Modulation of Control. Theory, Culture & Society, 28(6),
164–181. https://doi.org/10.1177/0263276411424420
Mosco, V. (2016). Big Data and Cloud Culture. In To the cloud : big
data in a turbulent world (pp. 175–197). Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge.
Morozov, E. (2014, August 10). Facebook invades your personality,
not your privacy. Financial Time. Retrieved July 31, 2017, from
https://www.ft.com/content/dd5e5514-198d-11e4-873000144feabdc0

Nov 9 no classes!
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November 16
1:00-4:00

William
Doo

Cultivating Community Panel
Read in preparation to the panel:
Windigo, Delaney. (2015). First Story Sheds Light on Toronto’s
Indigenous History. APTN National News.
Ngabo, Gilbert. (June 23rd. 2015). Tours Tell History of Toronto
through Aboriginal Eyes. Metro Canada (Toronto), p. 6, Toronto, ON.

November 22
1:00-4:00

WE54E

You, The City and the World
Simmons, A. (2015, September 18). Technology Colonialism. Model
View Culture, (27). Retrieved from
https://modelviewculture.com/pieces/technology-colonialism
Mazumdar, A. (2015). Monoculture and the Future of Hardware.
Model View Culture, (Programming). Retrieved from
https://modelviewculture.com/pieces/monoculture-and-the-futureof-hardware
Olson, M.(2017) On the Internet, No One Knows You’re a Doghouse Post-Internet Cities - Post-Internet Cities. E-Flux – Postinternet cities.
Retrieved July 31, 2017, from http://www.eflux.com/architecture/post-internet-cities/140712/on-the-internetno-one-knows-you-re-a-doghouse/

November 30
1:00-4:00

WE54E

Presentations and Showcase
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